Hua Xia Chinese Culture School Inc.
The fact that Mandarin Chinese is the second most spoken language globally reflects that
having it on your "tool-belt" is highly beneficial both personally and professionally. The beauty
and attraction of Chinese is derived from its profound cultural heritage. Our teaching is
primarily focused on this culture, and the ability for students to communicate across Australian
and Chinese culture, by using a style of culture-leading and student-centred pedagogy, with an
interactive teaching mode. We teach Mandarin and Simplified Chinese through an "easy and
fun" model using games, singing, dancing and stories. We make learning at Hua Xia Chinese
Culture School fun and informative, and we wish to bring this to you starting Term 1, 2017.
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Lindfield Public School
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At Hua Xia Chinese Cultural School, All the teachers here are teaching
with love, passion and responsibilities!

Lindfield Public School Mandarin Classes

Our courses start from learning PinYin at elementary level,and will cover daily conversation,easy
expression and interesting stories.We are going to have native speaker class and non-native speaker
class. Native speaker class is designed for children who have mandarin background ,It is focused
on developing reading skills and writing skills. Non native speaker class is designed exclusively
for children who want to learn Mandarin or do not have a Mandarin background. It is strongly
focused on developing Mandarin comprehensive skills.The classes incorporates many interesting
activities to engage students at their age level. Our teaching aim is to let children “Study in Fun,
Fun for Study”.

Each class would have maximum 20 student and two teachers. We have very experienced teacher
who will divide the class to different groups according to their language levels, and give tasks and
homework accordingly.

Mandarin class will start in week 2 of term 1, 2017. Please contact Lindfield public school brunch
director Penny Peng via mob: 0450993123 or via email: huaxiachineseschool@yahoo.com
to enroll ,Limit space available ,please fill the form and sent back ASAP.

Happy Teaching & Learning
we always take into account each learner’s individual needs and we use varied teaching
approaches to encourage practice and to make learning more interesting and joyful.

